
Quiz March 16, 2014 

T  True or F  False: 
 

1. T  F  Prior to the beginning of the 2nd half the umpire shall escort his captain/s to the   
center of the field. 

 
2. T  F  Time is running out in the 2nd period when A1, who was beyond the neutral zone, 

throws a pass to his teammate who was standing in B’s end zone.  The pass is 
complete and time expired during the down.  B can accept the penalty and erase 
the TD and the quarter will not be extended for an un-timed down. 

 
3. T  F  A81 is lined up 5 yards from the side line when the referee blows the ball ready for    

play.  A81 then goes in motion back toward the formation and is behind his tackle 
when the ball is snapped.  The foul for illegal position will be accessed from the 
previous spot. 

 
4.   T  F  If a player goes near a sideline between downs it constitutes an illegal 

conference. 
 

5.   T  F  If A1 throws a second forward pass, the spot of the pass is the enforcement 
spot for the foul. 

 
6.  T  F  Any scrimmage kick entering R’s end zone that is not a scoring attempt   

becomes dead as soon as it crosses R’s goal line. 
 
7.  T  F  The clock shall start when K touches a free kick beyond the neutral zone. 

 
8.   T  F  A grounded backward pass may be batted in any direction by either team. 
 
9.   T  F  The frame of a blocker’s body is the front of the body at or below the 

shoulders. 
 
10. T  F  When a free kick is caught by K anywhere, the ball becomes dead. 
 
11. T  F  On kicks going into R’s end zone, force is never a factor 
 
12. T  F  As long as a scrimmage kick remains a kick it is in possession of Team K. 
 
13. T  F  A player who is eligible at the snap remains eligible if he goes out of bounds 

and then returns. 
 
14. T  F  It is illegal participation if any player intentionally goes out of bounds during a 

down. 
 
15. T  F   Any player who initiates contact to a player’s neck or head, other than a 

normal tackle or block, has committed a  personal foul. 



March 16 Quiz answers: 
 

1.  False.  This year we will get the 2nd half options from the coaches after they 
arrive on the field after half-time.  Communicate choices to other officials and 
then go to kickoff positions after 3-minute warm-up.  No captains at center of 
field. 
 

2. True.  Loss of down foul precludes untimed down. 
 

3. False.  #81 was between the numbers after the ready and before the snap. 
 

4. False.  Just be sure coaches don’t come on the field of play. 
 

5. True.  An illegal forward pass is a foul during a running play, hence the spot of 
the foul is the spot from which the illegal pass was thrown. 
 

6. True.  Nuff said. 
 

7. True.  This is not a “first touching”. 
 

8. False.  The only grounded loose ball that may be legally batted is a bat by K to 
prevent a kick from entering their end zone. 

 
9. True.  Learn these “frame” definitions. 

 
10. True.  The ball is dead and K has committed kick-catching interference. 

 
11. True.  A kick is a kick is a kick is a kick …. 

 
12. True.  A change of team possession requires a opponent to gain possession. 

   
13. True.  He is eligible but has become an illegal participant, unless he was blocked 

out by an opponent. 
 

14. False.  It is not a foul until he returns inbounds. 
 

15. True.  And it is referred to as “targeting”.  This may or may not be a flagrant act. 


